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Meg Hut
 SUNDAYS  Signal Hill  Swampy  Buskin-Paradise Track 
Mt Kettle-Cedar Farm-Mt Cutten

up and over the Swampy. Photo credit: Steffan Rolfe
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Sharen if in doubt).
OTMC has a large amount of gear available for members to hire.
NO hire charge for members for the first week!
See or phone our Gear Hire Committee member.
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A Tribute to the Late Elizabeth Moore
Early in 1956, I was introduced to Elizabeth as a young, up-and-coming
draughtswoman in the Department of Lands and Survey. (In actual fact, I was
introduced to her as Liz and that's how I'd like to remember her). As a computing
whizz and an excellent draughtswoman, Liz went on to become the first
draughtswoman to break out of the basic pay grade. I had already met Bruce
during the Otago Tramping Club's annual instruction course in 1955.
I also believe that at this time, Bruce and Liz had not yet met. However, by the
time 1959 rolled around, I had the pleasure of acting as their "unofficial" chaperone
on an Ahuriri Valley-Canyon Creek Easter tramping trip. You couldn't help but be
aware of Liz's remarkable resilience in dealing with the trials of sleeping on rocks
(before sleeping mats were invented), pushing through scrub designed to scratch
and puncture and climb up or down numerous small bluffs.
We were on several trips together before work separated us – Liz and Bruce to Gore
and Sara and myself to Te Anau. But this wasn't really much of a separation, as
both couples became early members of the Family Group of the Tramping Club.
What a time we all had – camps at Round Bush at Lake Ohau, Cosy Dell in the Rees
Valley, South Mavora Lake and several other equally delightful spots. During this
time, several other families joined the group and it wasn't long before we had
numerous children in tow. Tramping now had to be scaled down, but fishing and
canoeing were accepted as perfectly legitimate activities for adults and children
alike.
As our children grew, overnight tramps gave way to walks of a more sedate nature.
It was also about this time (early 1970s from memory) that Liz and Bruce, plus the
Keens, Campbells and Donald Paterson starting spending more time at Lake Hawea,
in the company of Scott and Margaret Gilkison. It was no surprise when we looked
for – and found – three adjacent sections in the Lake Hawea township.
For several years before building holiday cottages, the sections became our own
camping ground, where we were often joined by other friends from the Tramping
Club. We had water, dry firewood, even our own "long drop" toilet, the latter
coming from the Ellis family, via the good services of the late Brian Freeman. The
toilet was known far and wide for the inscription on the inside wall – "Ed Hillary
probably sat here"!
Over the years, some wonderful family times were spent at Lake Hawea, where we
were privileged to watch our families grow to adulthood.

To Christopher, Peter and Robyn and families, Sara and I offer our sincere
condolences on Liz's passing. We have lost a good friend, but you have lost a
mother.
At Liz's funeral service, Christopher mentioned that when Bruce's health was failing,
he drove him up the Ahuriri Valley for a look at the countryside of his and Liz's first
long tramp together. And it was while they were looking at the view, Bruce
casually mentioned that on that 1959 trip, he'd put a few rocks in Liz's pack, "just to
test her metal".
To finish, I'd like to thank Antony for reminding me that Liz was made an Honorary
member of the OTMC in
2017 after the death of Bruce (Life Member) in
recognition of the long connection the Moore family had had with the OTC and
OTMC.
Ron Keen (Life Member)

Bruce and Elizabeth. 1959.

Trip Reports

January. Mt Armstrong. Gordon Tocher.
Six of us headed away, camping at Kidds Bush on Friday night before driving the
rest of the way to start tramping by 9am Sat. DOC had a warning about no water at
the hut so we reluctantly filled spare bottles adding 3l to 6l to the pack weights. A
1000m grind up the hill to the hut was rewarded with increasingly spectacular views
followed by lunch at the hut.
Our afternoon mission was to ascend Mt Armstrong, however there were multiple
cairns to follow some of which headed up the main ridgeline, but this didn’t look like
an easy route, so we followed some skirting round to the right of the main ridge.
After a while we were hemmed in by an extensive steep snowdrift between us and
the Mt Armstrong summit, so we followed along the base of this until we found a
narrower area that was ok to cross.
There was then an area of ‘real’ mountaineering, clambering up a rockface to arrive
at a peak 2-300 m south of Mt Armstrong . This was followed by a traverse across
the intervening ridgeline with a several hundred metre drop on one side to an
icefield below and jumbled rocks on the other. We were all quite excited to make it
to the peak with views all around, including overlooking Brewster glacier. We
descended via the main ridge line following cairns and discovered that this actually
would have been a much easier way to ascend but not quite so exciting.
We had an idea of going to Brewster glacier to round out the day, but our detour
had used up all the afternoon, so we headed back down to the hut to set up our
tents and have dinner.

On the way up to Brewster Hut. Photo Credit: Rodger Clarkson.

Up Mt. Armstrong. Photo Credit: Rodger Clarkson.

The next day turned out to be another cracker, so we decided we’d head to
Brewster Glacier in the morning with again multiple cairned routes to follow. Across
the face was simple but descending to the glacier bowl we followed cairns that led
to another steep rock descent. Once on the bowl it was easy travel across bare rock
slab to the glacier face where a particularly tropical looking pool complete with
icebergs beckoned…No one was volunteering so I thought I’d take the plunge which
was followed by much swearing…then Sue got out a video camera….so I had to go
back in followed by more swearing. Descending down to the lakes below the glacier
we found another cairned route to follow out that would have been a much easier
way into the bowl too. We were back at the hut for lunch and then a 1000m descent
back to the cars with much lighter packs.

Brewster Glacier. Photo Credit: Rodger Clarkson
Thanks to Gordon for organising what we all agreed had been one of the best trips
we’d done with the club.
Rodger Clarkson for Gordon Tocher, Wendel Broek, Sue Williams, Saskia Bronstring
and Sharen Rutherford

19-21st Feb. Scott Creek/Death Valley/Kay Ck area. Sue Williams
A 6-strong keen crew were signed up to take on Death Valley. The plan was to head
up Scott Creek, over into Death Valley, down to Kay Creek hut and then back up to
complete the loop. A bad weather forecast meant we condensed the trip into 2 days
and left on Saturday afternoon.

At bushline, Scott Creek. Photo Credit: Sue Williams.
The Scott Creek track starts straight off the Routeburn Road and is only about 15
minutes from the DoC Lake Sylvan campsite, so we were heading up the track by
8:30am. The track is initially very steep through paddocks, but soon enters the
bush and climbs steadily. We reached bush-line and had yet another rest before
veering left and working our way up through jumbles of rock alongside the stream.
We stopped for lunch along the way and carried on until we reached the head of the
valley. We could see well down into Kay Creek and across to the other side of the
Caples.
We passed a small lake and climbed to the saddle that leads into Death Valley and
we had the first view of our campsite below. An hour or so descending a rock field
saw us beside a tarn, surrounded by huge rock faces. Most of us had a brief cool
off in the tarn and we spent a relaxing evening laying about.

Death Valley. Photo Credit: Sue Williams.
Monday morning we headed down valley and picked up a track through the scrub
until we came to Kay Creek Hut. The rest of the morning was spent picking our
way up Kay Creek. It was a warm day and eventually everyone gave up trying to
keep their boots dry. We climbed to the head of the valley (keeping to the true right
to avoid bluffs) and we were then re-tracing our steps down valley and back to Scott
Creek. Travelling back down Scott Creek seemed endless, but we bravely forged on
and made it over the final stile.
Sue Williams for Saskia Bronstring, Mark Stephenson, Allan Cox, Sharen Rutherford,
Ana Grymak, thanks to everyone for good company on the trip.
25th. Mt Titoroa. Andrew McConnell
On February 25th a small group, Andrew (the leader), Emma, Rodger, Wendel and
Will, gathered in Mosgiel to head out to Manapouri, where we spend the night in a
luxurious holyday home, before catching the water taxi to Hope Arm the following
morning.
In Manapouri we were joined by Greg. The weather forecast for the following day
was not too bad, although there would be some overnight rain.

The following day we woke up under an overcast sky, but it was still dry. After a nice
boat ride (the majority of the peaks were obscured by the cloud cover (Figure 1A))
we arrived at Hope Arm, where the real adventure began.
For the first part we followed a nice track through the bush (Figure 1B) towards
Snow White Clearing and the Garnock Burn. We had some light rain, but we hardly
noticed it, because of the canopy. By the time we arrived at Snow White Clearing,
the weather began to clear and patches of blue sky and sunshine became more
dominant (Figure 1C).

Figure 1. A.) View from the boat looking towards Mt Titiroa. B.) The track between
Hope Arm hut and Snow White Clearing. C.) At Snow White Clearing. D.) Crossing the
Garnock Burn.
After a short break we crossed the river (Figure 1D) and headed out towards a spur
on the other side of the valley (Figure 2 A).

Here the steep bush-bashing climb started (Figure 2B). After a while managed to get
up the ridge and stopped for lunch (Figure 2C). Not much later we left the forest and
followed a little stream to a saddle (Figure 2D). From here you started to have a
good view on the oddly coloured slopes of Mt Titiroa.

Figure 2. A.) On our way along the Garnock Burn. B.) The bush-bash climb starts. C.)
View back towards the valley. D.) Towards the saddle, following a little stream.
We climbed up towards the barren ridges of the mountain, leaving the tussock
behind. From here on it was a walk through a surreal white coloured landscape of
stunning rock formations and white sand (Figure 3A-D).

Figure 3. A.) A short break before we start the ascend. B.) The barren slopes of Mt
Titiroa. C.) Rock formations of granodiorite surrounded by sand. D.) It almost feels
like a desert with all the sand.
We gradually worked our way up along the ridge until we finally came at the ridge
that separated us from the tarn where we would set up camp.
Looking down towards the tarn (Figure 4A), we were greeted by a sandy plane; the
tarn dried up… (Figure 4B) Luckily there was still some water to be found, so we
pitched our tents (Figure 4 C-D) and had a short break and some early evening tea.

Figure 4. A.) Looking down towards the tarn… B.) On the tarn bed. C.) The camp for
the night. D.) If you look really closely you can spot the camp site (Looking back on
our way to the summit).
After this the adventurous members of the group set out on an exploration to reach
the summit of Mt Titiroa. Here one was treated to an alternation of beautiful
panoramas and mysterious displays of cloud-rock-light interactions (Figures 5 and 6).

Figure 5. A.) Looking towards the big tarn south of our camp site. B.) Rodger enjoying
the view. C.) The view near the summit towards the north. D.) Wendel in front of the
summit.

Figure 6. A.) Clouds, ridges and the sun… B.) Looking east reveals a brocken spectre.
C.) The sand almost looks like snow in the sun.

The following day was kind of frosty (Figure 7A. Luckily it wasn’t too long till a
beautiful sunrise Figure 7B-D.

Figure 7. A.) Frosty morning. B.) Sunrise over the Takitimu Mountains. C.) Looking
north. D.) The camp starts to catch some sunlight.
After breakfast and breaking up camp, we headed back to Hope Arm, where we
would be picked up by the water taxi.
The walk back was a pleasant one, following mostly the same route. Again, there
were some stunning views (Figure 8A) and beautiful rock formations (Figure 8B).
From Snow White Clearing the view towards Mt Titiroa was totally different
compared to a day earlier (Figure 8C).

Figure 8. A.) Looking towards the north-east. B.) Balancing rocks. C.) Looking back
towards Mt Titiroa from Snow White Clearing. D.) Looking back towards Mt Titiroa
from the water taxi.
We arrived at Hope Arm with enough time to have a nice refreshing dip in the lake
(luckily there weren’t a lot of sandflies around).
After this it was just a nice boat ride back to Manapouri (Figure 8D), where we
celebrated the completion of this great trip.

March
6. March. 2022. Clare Noakes
3 Peaks Track, Escarpment Track and Cloud Forest of Leith
Trampers: Clare, Lucy, Peter, Leone, Andrew, Ricky and Geraldine
On a sunny Sunday morning six enthusiastic trampers lead by our lovely Clare
started our adventure by taking the Three Peaks track beside the Sullivan’s Dam
Carpark, heading up towards Mt. Cargill passing through bush, native forest, broom
and gorse.
Photo bottom: Escarpment sign.
Photo right: Wild Mushroom.
Photo Credit: Geraldine Kerr

Once at the top we took rest beside the start of the start of the Escarpment track,
stopping to take in the gorgeous sunny views of Blueskin Bay, the Silver Peaks and
surrounding areas. The Escarpment Track (known for being rough at times) didn’t
fail its reputation, requiring us to bush bash our way single-filed, negotiating through
waist-high ferns, and overgrown bush, climbing over and under fallen trees and
branches, and trudging through muddy sections. All whilst trying to keep an eye out
for those orange markers that confirm that we are not lost, and still on the right
track heading towards our destination.
We made our way to the plantation area just before Pigeon Rock. Stopping to rest
for lunch whilst bathing in the gorgeous sunshine.
After lunch we continued with our finely tuned bush bashing skills, concentrating on
our footing and trying not to slip in the mud to the start of the Cloud Forest of Leith
track.

Here we stopped for a well-deserved refreshment break whilst taking in the views
before continuing with our descent down the track towards Sullivan Dam. The track
leading us through bush and native forest, across small streams, and over the
constructed but sometimes wobbly boardwalks and steps popping out beside
Sullivan’s Dam and back to where we left the cars.
Big thanks to Clare for leading yet another fun OTMC Trip.

Blueskin Bay. Photo Credit: Geraldine Kerr.
13th. Nichols Falls. Rodger Clarkson
Originally this trip was to be to the Waianakarua Area but due to COVID it was
thought wise to change the route to somewhere closer to Dunedin.
The meeting place at Woodhaugh proved to be a little messy as there were heaps of
runners doing a practise run for the Three Peaks event and nowhere to park a
vehicle but eventually Rodger found me and was redirected to Tanner Road the start
of our tramp via McGowans forest track. The day was fine and calm. We made our
way up Davies track a little muddy in places and a little overgrown and on to the
flagstaff track which had been cleared for the coming event. Disappointing to see
how much of the regrowth after the recent fire is broom and gorse - tussocks and
hebes probably never to be seen again.
We took the shortcut track through to Ben Rudds picnic site are for morning tea and
a discussion about world affairs. The site is proving to be popular based on the
number of people I have seen there in the last two months using the seating. We

then moved on to the start of the Swampy Ridge track and at this point Chris and
Charlotte left our group to return to the city. Rodger, Mark, and myself carried on to
the start and down the Moon track. Then on to the Nichols Falls track and its
attraction the falls. The gorge walk from the Falls was a first for me. Boulder hopping
down the creek with its high vertical cliffs covered in ferns was quite unique. We
eventually emerge on the lower Nichols Falls track and out to Booth Road. Returning
up Islay Road and back to the vehicles. Good company and great day out - 4 1/2
hours.
Dave Bunn writing for Rodger Clarkson, Mark Stephenson, Chris and Charlotte
Handley.
20th. Chalkies. Richard Pettinger.
We met at the clubrooms at 9AM.
Collecting people as we went, there were 8 of us at Whare Flat. We tore off up the
true left to keep our feet dry, crossed the bridge then headed up the old Chalkies
track.
It was head down, up the hill. Richard amazed people by spotting a 4-leafed clover
by his feet as we walked. He announced that this would therefore be another great
trip. Very soon after this, we caught up with one of some other OTMC folk out for a
walk that day: Dave McLean with his sylkie saw tidying up the track. What a guy!
Very soon we were at the sandstone bluff marvelling at the immense view of most
of the Silverpeaks’ points of interest. Then, it was on to the summit, where there
was not much of a view but we met the rest of Dave’s Dunedin entourage, Jenny
Winter and their two dogs Stella and Honey.
Here is where the next phase of the trip began. Finding a spot for lunch, three took it
easy for nearly two hours, having a nice long chat in the sunshine, while two
remnants of a previous Unexplored Silverpeaks trip did some exploring to see where
that earlier trip had gone wrong. As it happened, this was a most enjoyable side trip.
Seven of us sought out the track to the Long Ridge road. And, we nearly did it,
stopping in a mad spot of vegetation only a hundred or so metres from our
destination, when it was declared that our honourably resting leader back on
Powder Hill would be wanting to go home. So, we backtracked in no time, and went
home via the more southern route to the Whare Flat Road. All very pleasant and
easy.
The circuit is a very easy day trip with the exciting bit being a roped bluff into the
creek on the way down. But, it’s not a very demanding day tramp, unless you do
more than just a short circuit up one way and back the other.

There’s a post script here. A day later Richard and I got a call from Dave. He was
keen to say he had gone that day to see if he could do better than we had the day
before. He was totally pleased to say he had located a route through the “missing”
section, and now the Chalkies-Powder Ridge circuit and hey, even the marathon or
half-marathon of oldentimes, could be put back on Club trip programmes. (Provided
there are no more overgrown bits waiting to be stumbled across, that is. Who knows
what’s awaiting the unsuspecting explorer of our Silverpeaks!)
Anyway, we had a splendid trip and there was something for everyone.
Tracy for Richard Pettinger, Holly Yang, Ross Davies, Lucy Jones. Lisa Harkness, Ricky
Kim, Graham Johnson (and the Winter/McLean family)
26–30th. Rees–Dart Track & Cascade Saddle. Joe Bretherton
After the trip was postponed for a week due to uncertain weather, twelve trampers
set off on the Rees–Dart trip under clear skies that would continue almost unbroken
for the full five days. Led ably by Joe Bretherton, the group included Sharon
Bretherton, Isabelle Gensburger, Rodger Clarkson, Dave Bunn, Mark Stephenson,
Michael Stott, Trisha Geraets, Will Sweetman, Tina Anderson, Saskia Bronstring and
yours truly – the novice on her very first club trip. How is it the novice agreed to
write the trip report? Obviously wisdom comes with membership. I must join, and
learn to study my boot laces when the subject is mentioned.
Day one took us through lengthy river flats over Rees Valley Station to the park
boundary, where we finally escaped the ubiquitous 4WD wagons and a cluster of
yammering trail bikes and entered the green calm of beech forest with a backing
track of river song. The path meandered through pleasant bush and humpy
avalanche paths before popping us out at Shelter Rock Hut with its – wait, what? –
flushing loos! Like Brown’s cows the group trickled in through the afternoon –
except for Isabelle, who Dave reported had been stricken by headaches and
vomiting and was in Roger’s care an hour back down the track. Joe and Michael to
the rescue! They returned carrying Isabelle’s pack and the team made short work of
erecting her tent and tucking her into it for a much-needed rest.
Day two dawned fine and a tad frosty and the group – now more efficiently divided
into the speedsters, the stoics and the slow-and-steadies, and with strict instructions
to keep a closer eye on one another – headed for the Rees Saddle (1524m). The
speedsters – Michael, Will and myself, opted for the shortcut-that-goes-haywire,
following the river bed instead of the track. It soon became apparent that this was a

bad idea and we took to the vertical wall of dracophyllum (scratchy) and spaniard
(spikey) to reach the track above. Blood was lost. The track then goes along
cheerfully for a bit before upending itself on the sharp climb to the saddle. The joy
of a climb like that is the fact that your eyes are suddenly close to the ground and
the stunning variety of alpine species swims into focus.
Rees Saddle was an opportunity for Will to consume more of the dried cattle beast
that he had brought along (I think he got through a full forequarter over five days)
and for the group to regroup. After a quick whip up the slope of Mt Cunningham to
enjoy the spacious views on this clear hot day, we set off again to sidle down the
valley above Snowy Creek gorge to Dart Hut, which lies well to the March evening
sun. Refreshing dips were enjoyed before people got down to the serious business
of preparing and comparing their dinners – plant-based/organic/grain-fed … with
fat-soluble nutrients or Pink Himalayan Salt (what’s wrong with the stuff you wring
out of your t-shirt?) – and a ton of unrecyclable packaging. I was smugly
experimenting with my first home-dehydrated meals and will never look back. Funny
how going back to basics can sometimes feel like progress.

Admiring the view. Photo Credit: Imogen Coxhead.

On day three (clear, hot, you get the idea) we left our gear and headed up the Dart
River Te Awa Whakatipū to Cascade Saddle, the sun cresting the mountains tops and
lighting up snow and icefields. My happy place is rock-hopping, and I had plenty to
be happy about. The wide, silty riverbed below was home to some exquisite
turquoise pools of glacial melt (Mark, Tina and Trisha would sample the icy waters
later in the day) and ahead, weirdly oily-looking heaps of gravel that turned out to
be the base of Dart glacier. Michael had raced ahead (‘fast and light’ is his motto, I
believe) and could be seen, ant-sized, nosing about among the rocks and ice. The
rest of us started the slog to the saddle. I was almost at the top when Turbo Scott
came steaming by to win the day again.
Cascade Saddle was a wonderland of still air, golden sun on tussock, the glacier
sprawling and creaking down the opposite side of the valley and a dizzying drop to
the Matukituki Valley below. A soaring kea or two. Plunket Dome towering above us
and Mt Aspiring crystal clear to the north. Whoever ordered all of that got it exactly
right, and whoever checks the stoat trap at the tippy top deserves a medal. After
catching our breaths, a number of us then wandered up a bit further, as Rodger
wanted to see the legendary river that spills over the side. From on high we could
see the light glinting on French Ridge Hut and Liverpool dunny. Rodger wanders
away to look over the edge. ‘Don’t jump!’ someone shouts – whereupon Rodger
spreads his arms wide and leaps – out of view. Everyone laughs uncertainly – he’s
joking, right? Right?? Happily his head pops up again in a moment. Just as well, he
had the keys to my ride home.

Under the Giants. Photo Credit: Imogen Coxhead.

On day four we set out for Daleys Flat Hut. After a pleasant amble through beech
forest (blessed shade!) the track does a four-kilometre roller-coaster impression
across Cattle Flat (no cattle; not flat) before re-entering the bush. There’s an
grandiose rock bivvy at that point that would easily have accommodated the twelve
of us. The bush itself was full of tīti pounamu/riflemen, pīwakawaka/fantails,
miromiro/tomtits and mōhua/yellowhead – the latter spotted by the friendly DOC
staffer Sarah, who was shadowing us on our tramp. Daleys Flat Hut is a hotspot for
sandflies, which made people’s river dips short and flustered and caused all to
retreat inside for the evening. Those who were camping made a dash for it and
zipped up tight, extra quick in the dusk.

The tribe. Photo Credit: Imogen Coxhead.
We set off in the dark at 7am on the final day in order to be on time to meet the
shuttle at Chinamans Carpark. It was magical crossing the first flat by torchlight, the
air full of water particles that danced in the light and a string of torches bobbing
along. Sleepy birds testing their vocal cords, the dawn silhouetting the rugged peaks,
and that particular gold that is the first sun on the tops. The track climbs to avoid the
3-km lake that was formed in 2014 by an absolutely massive landslide. Most of the
lake has since drained away, but tall spectral trees stand buried up to their middles
in grey silt on the valley floor, an eerie monochromatic scene. The track itself had
many flavours ranging from easy grassy flats, to steep narrow clambers, to a
veritable highway with occasional handrails for the unsteady. Masses of predator
trapping is in action, which is heartening.
With a shuttle to catch and a deadline to meet, Turbo Stott decided to take his time.
He left the hut later, passed a few people and was then seen sitting on a bluff
enjoying the scenery. Of course the bus was early – and he was still nowhere to be
seen. The bus driver muttered darkly that he wouldn’t wait for latecomers. You’d

think volunteering to write the trip report was enough, but I now heard myself
offering to run back to look for Michael. Full credit to him, when I met him along the
track he broke into a run, pack and all, and sprinted to the carpark. I’d just like to
note that I beat him over the finish line, to the cheers of the assembled party. I
believe I’ve found my tribe at last. Thanks, I’ll be back!
Imogen Coxhead

April

Nelson Lakes – Easter 2022
Thursday 14 April 2022 – narrated by Sharen Rutherford
Trip started Thursday 14th April with 2 cars leaving Dunedin to camp at the Balmoral
Recreation Reserve (just over the Hurunui River) that night. Due to the long drive to
St Arnaud decided to break the drive up over two days.
This is a great campsite with good facilities including the provision to have open fires
and plenty of firewood on hand. The first car left Dunedin earlier in the day and set
up tents for everyone as the second car carried all those who needed to work a full
day.
One of the highlights was the local fish n chip shop in Culverden where Mark, Catlin
and Sharen had dinner – worth the stop.
The second car arrived after midnight but I was sound asleep in my car tent and
deluxe blow up bed so didn’t notice them arrive.
Friday 15 April 2022 – narrated by Sharen Rutherford
The next morning we continued our journey to St Arnaud stopping to have lunch in
Murchison approx 1pm and from there we made our way to the DOC visitor centre
to get an update on track conditions and weather before heading to the Mt Robert
car park.
We departed the Mt Robert car park and made our way along the side of Lake
Rotoiti to Coldwater Hut. The weather was brilliant and the walk to Coldwater Hut a
nice warm up for what was to come.
Photos below – credits to Tom Wager & Wendel Broek.
The team – Caitlin, Mark, Andrew, Sharen, Rodger, Wendel & Tom.
The track from Mt Robert car park to Coldwater Hut.

Coldwater hut was overfull (common theme for the week) so we found nice
campsites behind the hut and settled in for the night. Those staying in the hut had a
nice campfire going so we joined them after dinner and enjoyed the warm of the fire
and spent time observing the large eels in the lake.
Saturday 16 April 2022 – narrated by Caitlin Robertson
We heaved our packs across our shoulders. Still just as heavy as when we started.
We began our way up the Travers Rivers, dipping into the river and dodging back
under the valley tree cover as we wound our way up to our second hut visit, John
Tait Hut for a late lunch.
From here the fun really began where the hill began to set in, all up from here. We
winded through the trees, up and over roots and rocks. As we climbed and climbed.
A small detour to the Travers Falls gave the team a small break, and a swim for some
to fresh-in up.
Passing through avalanche paths and clambering over rocks we eventually managed
to drag some weary legs into the tussocks of the Upper Travers Hut.
Our day didn’t end there though as we scrambled up behind the hut to some
questionable camping sites (tiny open sections in the dense bush). We were
scattered up and down the hill but we were happy to finally see the end of one of
our largest days.

Tom in action. Photo Credit – Wendel Broek

Travers River. Photo credit – Caitlin Robertson
Sunday 17 April 2022 – narrated by Mark Stephenson
The upper Travers hut was chokkah.
Most of us camped in some lumpy scrub behind the hut.

Waking early from my possie right by the track, I packed up, had brekkie and got
cold.
So, started off up the Upper Travers valley in search of sunshine. It was another
superb day and I was soon warmed up.
Quite a grunt trekking up and up towards the Travers Saddle. Anticipating a
magnificent outlook, as I crested the Saddle I was distracted, momentarily, by a
topless woman. Turning away a few moments allowing her to recover her clothing, I
admired back the way I’d climbed up.
At the Saddle, the views were certainly magnificent. And yes, she’d gone by then.
It was a long, knee-grinding descent, first to the bush line, then down to the river
and a fantastic swim in a pool before lunch (first or second, I’m not sure).
We were all glad to see the West Sabine Hut by the Sabine River. A classic day’s
tramping.
Travers saddle looking back down the Travers Valley. Photo credit: Tom Wager.

Classic camping at the end of the day. Photo credit: Wendel Broek.
Monday 18 April 2022 – narrated by Rodger Clarkson
The next day we set off for Blue Lake. Unfortunately Caitlin had hurt her knee the
day before and after 10 minutes decided it was unwise to go on, and so returned to
West Sabine Hut for the night, while the rest of us continued on our way up to Blue
Lake. The track got more rooty and rocky as we made our way up the valley and
spectacular vistas opened up as we gained elevation. Blue Lake is aptly named, as
the lake is very blue indeed. Apparently with 80m visibility it is amongst the clearest
water in the world. While there is no swimming in the lake we had a dip in the river
just below the outlet. Mid afternoon a few of us headed to Lake Constance before
returning via Blue Lake where we met a very friendly Whio feeding on the lakeshore.
We had got to the hut early enough that 4 of us grabbed bunks before the usual
latecomers were confined to the floor while the rest of our group camped outside in
the frost.

Blue Lake. Photo Credit: Tom Wager.
Tuesday 19 April 2022 – narrated by Tom Wager
On this day we walked from Blue Lake Hut down the Sabine River to Sabine Hut.
Expecting a long day we set off as early as we could into a frosty morning. The track
was a bit rough but mostly downhill and we were only occasionally distracted by
piwakawaka, tomtits and robins, so we made good time and reached West Sabine
Hut for an early lunch. From here we had heard that the track was better but were
still disappointed by regular scrambles over rocks and trees and steep grunts up hills.
As the afternoon warmed up and wore on it turned in to a bit of a slog, so we took a
break to a swim in the Sabine River. We pushed on and finally reached Sabine hut
late in the afternoon. Tom went for a leisurely swim out into Lake Rotoroa, and then
a more exerted swim back when he felt a couple of the local eels rubbing up against
his legs! After watching the sunset over the lake we had dinner and learned to play
Monopoly Deal in the hut.
Wednesday 20 April – narrated by Andrew McConnell
Our last day in Nelson Lakes we split into two groups. One taking the water taxi out
from Sabine Hut to the other end of Lake Rotoroa and shuttle back to the car. The

other group myself (Andrew), Tom and Wendel set off on our 8hr “Doc time” walk
back to Mt Roberts, via Speargrass Huts. At least we had lighter packs as we had
off-loaded all we didn’t need to the boat people.
We started off walking along the lake climbing to Howard Saddle. Then a long sidle
in and out of small valleys and crossing over the new Cedrick Swing Bridge (quite an
impressive scene of damage underneath) and walking through some delicate
wetlands (a lot of boardwalk). I’m sure there are great views to be had if it wasn’t
raining and overcast (grey). During this section there was a constant drone/hum
above. I thought to myself “where is the plane?” only to be told it was wasps in the
canopy. We also heard Kaka and even spotted one.
After about 5 hours we got to a point where we started to descend to a clearing just
above Speargrass Hut, which was our lunch stop (still wet and grey). From here the
track descended to the valley floor. We followed the river before gradually climbing
for some distance to reach the Mt Robert car park and Rodger waiting for us at the
car.

Board walking

Cedric swingbridge

Speargrass hut
That night we made our way back to Murchison and stayed in a local camping
ground and enjoyed hot showers and a meal at the local pub. It rained very heavy
that night.
Thursday 21 April 2022 – narrated by Wendel Broek

Because of the rain in the Nelson Lakes, it was decided to go somewhere dry. This
somewhere, Cow Stream, was just north of Hanmer Springs on the St James cycle
way.
After a refuel stop in Hanmer Springs, we left for the parking lot at the start of
Peters Valley. Google Maps had a totally different opinion (than common sense)
on what would be the shortest and quickest route (Tip for Google: a 4 wd track is
not the quickest or easiest).
From the parking lot it was an easy 14ish km walk through Peter’s Valley (Figure
1A-C), to Peter’s Pass (Figure 1D) and to the St James cycle way.

Figure 1. A.) On our way. B.) Is that rain in the distance? C.) Impression of the
landscape. D.) At Peter’s Pass.
We followed the track (Figure 2A) till Sadd Stream and set up camp for the night
between the Matagouri bushes (Figure 2B), so the following day would be an easy
walk to Cow Stream.

Figure 2. A.) On our way on the St James cycle way towards Cow Stream. B.) Setting
up camp near Sadd Stream.
Friday 22 April – narrated by Sharen Rutherford
The night before had been a bit windy and I broke a tent pole but between Andrew
and myself made repairs and was happy to see the next morning a bit more settled
and really looking forward to the hot pools.
We quickly made our way across the valley to the hot pools and I took my breakfast
with me and the thought of nice hot coffee either in or beside the pools was
appealing.
So we spent the morning enjoying this spot and then decided it was time to head
back to Hanmer Springs. It had been a long week and having to cut our time short in
the Nelson Lakes area due to weather and look for other options prior to heading
home was coming to an end so we decided it was time.
We packed up and campsite and starting the walk back up the valley to the cars. The
weather had started coming in again and about 10 mintues away from the cars
experienced some hail so it was good timing and yet another sign to think about
heading home.
Once back in Hanmer we found hot food and drinks and then decided we would
drive back to Dunedin as the rain was heavy in the area and didn’t fancy wet
camping so we started the long drive home arriving home approx midnight.

Hot Pools. Photo credit: Wendel Broek
Final note from trip leader – there will be a mark 2 of this trip and didn’t get to the
Hinapouri Tarn so watch this space.

McKessar track

Clare, Raewyn and Lawrence, Lucy, Sue and Rebecca left Woodhaugh on a cool
morning and met Tina at an even cooler Drs Point. The tide was in so we went back
down Drs Point Rd to Whites Rd where we headed up the hill. It was very windy at
the picnic table so we headed on up to the start of the Kanuka forest and had
morning tea in a sheltered sunny spot. The track through this magical forest was
lovely and dry, there are ancient pines in here and old stone walls. Coming out on
the exposed ridge it was very windy but great views. We headed off down McKessar
track visiting the stone remains of what must have been quite a large home. This
house was burnt down in a bush fire in 1914 after the McKessars had left the
district.

Gorgeous hikers

We headed off down the recently mown track coming out on the railway line at
Osbourne station, then on down Station Rd to the coast. We decided to push on to
the beach by Mapoutahi Pa for lunch where we soaked in the sunshine.

Sunshine and lunch
Through the tunnel

After a quick look at the pa the rain
started so we donned jacked and set off
along the beach to the cars going
through the arches on the way. These
are some interesting caves you can walk
through. A very enjoyable walk , thanks
everyone.
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Thursday Night Meetings
Club Social meetings at the Club rooms 3 Young Street, South Dunedin
Members, non-members, visitors , all are welcome to these social events.
Doors open at 7:30 for an 8 pm start.
All ideas are welcome for future up-coming evenings.

As a reminder you must pre-register on the Weekend Trip Lists at the club rooms (or
contact the leader direct) before the closing date (normally two weeks before the trip
start). Members must pay before departure, non-members upon registering
(non-members pay $13 more than the members fee shown below.Vehicle providers may
be exempt from the fee (check with the leader).Trip organizational details will follow by
email.You are responsible for your gear and medical / first-aid needs (also see Gear
Hire). (E)asy, (M)edium, (F)it required.
Hi everyone, the Bulletin Editor here, FYI I LOVE YOUR REPORTS! So please email your
contributions for the next issue to caitlinr007@gmail.com by approximately August
26th . Though I appreciate earlier delivery, so that I can start piecing it together.
The trip leader does not have to write the report so put your hand up to take some load
off their shoulders! If you include a photo or two, please note appropriate captions
(names of people pictured, names of land features, etc.)
A BIG THANK YOU TO ALL THAT CONTRIBUTE!

Celebrating everything and everyone OTMC. Send your favourite hiking photos
to the editor. I may even choose it as the front cover!
Rees - Dart track. Photo credit: Joe B

